GRECO-ROMAN PILGRIMAGE: SERMONS IN STONE
Chapter 1 – Celestyal Cruises (Celestyal Olympia)

The blue & white stripes of Greek flag.

Arrival at Port Pireaus.

Leaving Metropolitan Hotel for Port Pireaus.

Checking in our bags at the port.

Boarding the Celestyal Olympia.
Celestyal Olympia logo – spiral & windmill
Former names: MS (motor ship) Song of America, MS Sunbird, MS Thomson Destiny.
The Celestyal cruise line’s name means heavenly/divine, or of the stars. The onboard experience honors
the civilization of the Ancient Greeks – one of the first to use the celestial navigation. The line’s logo
combines two images – spiral and windmills – evoking the sea, the sun and the wind.
http://www.cruiseshipdeckplan.com/celestyal-cruises-ships/
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/cruise1.wma (audio file)
Welcoming the passengers on board the
Celestyal Cruiser (near the registration desk).
The blowing of the Conch Shell – playing of
music, drum.
Performed by Ensemble LyrAvlos: Michael
Stefos, Olga Stefou.

http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/cruise2.wma (audio file)
Cruise ship lifeboat drill

Leaving the Port of Pireaus.

Celestyal leaving Port of Piraeus. https://youtu.be/M5Zd4eduPkI

http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/cruise3.wma (audio file, 17:32)
3168 cabin number of Yanni Lappas, our tour director – in case of emergency.
Yanni: “The first port of call is going to be the island of Mykonos. According to the program, we’re going
to be there 6pm. This is a general rule: always for the afternoon port of call there is the possibility of an
earlier or later arrival. In both cases the cruise line is going to make an announcement over the PA (“public
address”) system. You can listen to this announcement even in your cabins. Listen to the announcement
and meet me her – in the Muses lounge. This is the main meeting point for our group. What I would like
from you is to stay together as a group.
As soon as we have the call to disembark in Mykonos – they’re going to call our group, Pilgrim
Tours, the group traveling with the most awesome passengers on the cruise ship – this announcement
will be made by the cruise director in here (the lounge), not over the PA system. This is the reason why
you should be here in order to hear the call for the disembarkation. We’ll disembark all together. And
we’ll get a shuttle to the Mykonos town, which is about two and a half minutes. Then we’ll walk about a
mile, a very easy walk, with a few short stops.
I’m going to show you the highlights of Mykonos town. And then you’ll have the opportunity to
explore the rest of the city on your own. This means that the place that the shuttle will drop us off will
be the same place that you will get the bus on your way back. How often are the shuttles running, you
may ask? After 7 pm we have a shuttle every 10-15 minutes. There’s three buses: one loading, another
departing, the third is returning.
Another question, Yanni, how will we get our dinner? According to the daily news, dinner tonight
is served only in the Aegean restaurant due to lack of reservations to the buffet or it might be weather
conditions, I don’t know. (humorously) This means that dinner is between 7:30pm and 10:30pm. That
practically means that anytime that you are back to the ship after your free time in Mykonos, you can go
directly to the Aegean restaurant and get your dinner. If you don’t want to have dinner on the ship, which

is already paid for, you can have dinner in one of the taverns in Mykonos. This is an option for those who
want dinner in Mykonos.
After our walk in Mykonos, I’m going to announce the program for tomorrow. All of you have
tours in Ephesus plus the visit to the Terrace Houses. That tour will depart from the lounge at 7:15am –
in the morning. You will have breakfast from 6am. This is a general question for all of you: do you want
us to arrange wake-up calls for all of you, or are you able to arrange your own wake-up calls? I can go
with both options. You can let me know. [5:30]
I would like to bring to your attention one minor detail: in the morning everyone has a different
pace, which means that it doesn’t take as long for me to get ready as it does for everyone else. So, the
excursion is departing at 7:15am. I would like you to be here at 7:05, the latest, ready for disembarkation.
And when I mean ready for disembarkation, I would like for you to have ready whatever you’re going to
need for the excursion – your hats, sunscreen, water – and to use the restrooms before we disembark.
(Yanni points in the direction of the restrooms).
This morning I had several questions about the tipping policy, and if I have any guidelines about
the tips. This is a difficult position, because as far as myself, I’m not going to give you any guideline. My
aim is to make you feel comfortable, to make to you to have a good time on the cruise with all the services.
Keep in mind that we will stay together till Wednesday morning, because I’m transferring the main part
of the group all the way to the airport. We will have the local tour guides which will guide you through
the excursions that you have already bought. The guideline for those guides is 2 euros per person per
day. In Greece (Athens), we don’t expect nothing at all. We have to work for our tip. The aim is not to
get more money; the aim is to keep you happy. This is our purpose – to make you happy and satisfied
with the service. If the level is good, you should show your appreciation; if it’s not good, let us know what
we’ve done wrong.
We accept either dollars or euros, whatever makes you feel comfortable. As far as the cruise, you
have already paid for that. It’s in the price of the cruise fare, which means that all those working for
Celestyal Olympia – like waiters, waitresses, cabin stewards, cabin maids, bartenders – they are already
taken care of by you. If you feel like doing a little extra, feel free to do it. It’s your personal decision. (110:40)
[Mentions Ephesus in morning excursion, Patmos in afternoon excursion.]
[Afterwards, a lady explains the tour packages, excursions]

On the deck of the Celestyal Olympia.

Main deck and Horizon Bar.

After the orientation and after settling into my stateroom, I decided to explore the cruise ship. The
Horizon Bar had an observation tower with a 360 degree view. So I walked up the stairway to the top.
Much to my surprise, I discovered several ancient and rare maps along the stairway. Naturally, I took

pictures of the navigational and collectors’ maps. Afterwards, I did some research to find out what those
maps were all about.
Title: Scenographia Systematis Copernicani – by
map maker Andreas Cellarius.
The map
illustrates the Copernican system of the
Universe, as described by Copernicus in his De
revolutionibus orbium coelestium (On the
Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres), published
in 1543. His heliocentric model, with the Sun at
the center of the universe, demonstrated that
the observed motions of celestial objects can be
explained without putting Earth at rest in the
center of the universe.
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/47559/Scenographia_Systematis_Copernicani/Cellarius.html
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/47559 (enlarged view)
Title:
Planisphaerium Copernicanum Sive
Systema Universi Totius Creati Ex Hypothesi
Copernicana in Plano Exhibitum by map maker
Andreas Cellarius. Striking example of the
Copernican model of the Solar System, Cellarius’
astronomical chart in the form of the concentric
circles, demonstrating the apparent movments
of the planets around the sun, and the moon
around the Earth.
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/4170
4/Planisphaerium_Copernicanum_Sive_System
a_Universi_Totius_Creati_Ex/Cellarius.html
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/41704 (enlarged view)

Title:
Orbium
Planetarum
Terram
Complectentium
Scenographia
–
from
Harmonia Macrocosmica of Andreas
Cellarius.
Fine example of Cellarius’
astronomical chart in the form of the
concentric rings of an armillary sphere,
demonstrating the apparent movements of
sun, moon, and planets around the earth
within an equinoctial and a zodiacal ring.
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/archivedet
ail/25849/Orbium_Planetarum_Terram_Comple
ctentium_Scenographia/Cellarius.html
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/25
849 (enlarged view)

Title: Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis Geographica ac hydrographica Tabula. Map makers: Joducus Hondius
& Pierre Mariette (1642). The map includes details from Marco Polo, most notably the place named beach
in Terra Australis Incognita. Includes engraved images of compasses, celestial spheres, sailing ships, sea
monsters, and Neptune embellish this rare early world map.
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/45660/Nova_Totius_Terrarum_Orbis_Geographica_Ac_Hydr
ographica_Tabula_Auct_Henr/Hondius-Mariette.html
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/45660 (enlarged view)

Title: Turcicum Imperium (Turkish Empire) –
Map maker: Matthaus Merian. Striking example
of Merian’s map of the Turkish Empire. Extends
from Sicily and Italy in the West to the Black &
Caspian Seas in the North and the Gulf of Aden,
Red Sea and Saudi Arabia peninsula in the south.
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/4381
8/Turcicum_Imperium_Turckiche_Reich_Conco
rdia_res_parvae_crescunt/Merian.html

Several murals graced the decks of the cruise ship.

http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/cruise1.jpg (click link for enlarged view)
There were several places to find entertainment throughout the cruise ship. I ventured into the Selene
Lounge to listen to the Greek music and culture present by the Ensemble LyrAvlos.
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/cruise3a.wma – (Cruise Musicians)

https://youtu.be/n0aVuWSP0Jc Ensemble LyrAvlos

Michael Stefos & Olga Stefou perform.

A Grecian harp on display.

Another activity on board ship was a short introduction to the Greek Language. I went twice.

